Teaching with Primary Sources Across Tennessee

WEBCAST IMAGE INDEX: USING THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS TEACHING WITH PRIMARY SOURCES: TEACHERS’ EXPERIENCES

Secession exploded [1861]

A sketch of the battle of Franklin, Tenn: with reminiscences of Camp Douglas/ Copley John M. [1893]

Battle of Franklin, November 30, 1864-Union (Gen. Schofield)...Conf. (Gen. Hood)... [1891]

[Sherman’s march to the sea] / F.O.C. Darley fecit. [c1868]

The Hercules of the Union, slaying the great dragon of secession [1861]

This image index showcases the primary sources featured in the Webcast: “Using the Library of Congress Teaching with Primary Sources: Teachers’ Experiences,” which broadcast on February 10, 2011.

If you are interested in access this Webcast, please visit the Web site of the MTSU Instructional Technology Support Center. The Webcast should be available in the archives by July 1, 2011.
First telegraph message, 24 May 1844. (Samuel Finley Breese Morse Papers) [detail]

Notebooks—Photography, art, miscellaneous (Series: Diaries and Notebooks) [n.d; detail]

Morse apparatus and alphabet [1877]

The signal telegraph train as used at the battle of Fredericksburg [1862 December 13]

[Petersburg, Va. U.S. Military Telegraph battery wagon, Army of the Potomac headquarters] [1864 June]
Signal telegraph machine and operator—
Fredericksburg [1862 ca. December]

[Battle of Mill Creek Gap] [1864 May 9]

LINKS FROM THE WEBCAST:

- Teaching with Political Cartoons Image Index
- Teacher’s Guide—Analyzing Political Cartoons
- Teacher’s Guide—Analyzing Primary Sources
- Teaching with Primary Sources Across Tennessee’s Civil War Page
- 2011 Teaching with Primary Sources Across Tennessee Summer Institute

OTHER HELPFUL LINKS:

- Teaching with Primary Sources Across Tennessee—user-friendly site with newsletters, primary source sets, lesson plans, tools, links, and more
- Library of Congress Teachers Page—resources for K-12 teachers, including analysis worksheets, primary source sets, topic-centered activities, professional development modules, and more